David Douglas Moon Observations
On May 22nd, Dutch producer and video director David Douglas will
release his new album ‘Moon Observations’ via Atomnation. David
unveiled the first single ‘Higher’ in February, gaining incredible
support from Pitchfork, BULLET, i-D Magazine, Vice, Electronic
Beats, XLR8R and many more. As David readies his new album
'Moon Observations', a lucid cut of analogue grooves, catchy chords,
dub slaps and moog-tone bass-lines, Atomnation is pleased to reveal
the second single 'Selene', which will be released on April 8th. 'Selene'
expands on David’s sonic exploration into bass-laced jams, resulting in
fluid sun-kissed vibes that will perfectly soundtrack the impending
Summertide swells. 'Moon Observations' could also be described as a
more mature extension of his previous released ‘Royal Horticultural
Society’ EP.
All the music, video's and artwork is created/edited by David himself.
Inspired by the stories of the namesake David Douglas (1799), a
Scottish plant hunter who explored North America collecting seeds of
plants and trees unknown to mankind at that time, David Douglas
(1983) started looking for his own musical roots. The greatness of
nature, the sublime mountain landscapes, Icelandic lupine fields, Arctic
coastlines and Californian fir forest invigorate his music.
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Tracklisting:
1 Far Side Of The Moon
As the albums title suggests, the moon was a big inspiration during the
2 Higher
process of writing the album: 'I like working at night. When I was 3 Selene
writing new songs for my full-length album, the moon fascinated me. 4 Sweet Moonflower feat. Petter
During this time I was reading the journals that the Scottish Botanist Carlsen
kept during his journeys through North America. He wrote about the 5 Chenab River
splendour of the moon during his astronomical observations. I realised 6 Piano And Flute
that this celestial object has been observed since the dawn of mankind, 7 California Poppy
and we still do. Moon Observations is a musical ode to all moon 8 Romanticism
observers in time.’
9 White Heat Blood feat. Blaudzun
“As the sun sank behind the western flank of Mouna Roa, the 10 Je Ne Sais Pas
splendour of the scene increased, but when the nearly full moon rose in 11 Moon Observations
a cloudless sky, and shed her silvery brightness on the fiery lake, roaring and boiling in fearful majesty, the
spectacle became so commanding, that I lost a fine night for making astronomical observations, by gazing
on the volcano, the illumination of which was but little diminished by a thick haze that set in at midnight.”
(Journal kept by David Douglas, January 23th 1834. Scottish botanist.)

With collaborations by Dutch pop sensation Blaudzun and Norwegian singer Petter Carlsen, 'Moon
Observations' offers a well-produced mix of electroncia, house & ambient pop. This album could be this
years favorite pick by fans of Caribou, John Talabot, Nicolas Jaar, Royksopp and Tycho.
Artist Links:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/musicdaviddouglas
Twitter: https://twitter.com/daviddouglasmus
Official: www.daviddouglasmusic.com
Label: http://atomnation.bandcamp.com
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